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Abstract
For my 2022 senior Capstone Project, I chose to focus on looking at the benefits of
implementing and teaching Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) skills to today’s students, their
families and educators. Social and Emotional Learning involves teaching students: self
awareness, self management, responsible decision making, social awareness and relationship
skills. With these skill sets, communities that are composed of students, families and educators,
can create beneficial impacts amongst each other as a butterfly effect. One teacher was
interviewed on how they incorporate social and emotional learning into their classroom and what
they think could be done to improve it. Based on an analysis of the data and the relevant research
literature, three action options emerged and were explored as ways to improve Social Emotional
Learning in the classroom.
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Benefits of Social and Emotional Learning1
Social and Emotional Learning is composed of five important concepts that help mold
individuals to be an empathetic member of society. These concepts can help children overall but
especially those who have endured traumatic experiences. It is important for children to
understand their emotions and to react appropriately to the situations they find themselves in.
Unfortunately, many times children do not learn how to identify their emotions or those of
others, they have difficulties with establishing and maintaining positive relationships.
In towns like East San Jose where there are high rates of crimes and gang violence, I
think about the murder trial of my uncle and cousin. Dante the murdered is my age and my
inspiration behind choosing Social Emotional Learning. Going through the two part trial I
learned about the planning that went behind the senseless act of violence. During the second
phase of the trial, Dante’s mother testified on behalf of her eldest son; that she had at the age of
seventeen. During one of her first statements about him she described knowing that he was
troubled from the day he was born. She continued to completely discredit him. Saying that
because of who his mother is, his skin color and his facial features, he was going to have a hard
life. I cannot recall one positive thing that she said about her son. Instead I heard a story of a boy
who was raised by someone who had no awareness of how emotionally and socially deprived her
son is. Her own relationship skills are what started her son’s path to gang life.
The last three speakers were a youth group leader, a football coach and a basketball
coach. All three came into contact with Dante for less than two years but had not one bad thing
to say about him. Instead it was the complete opposite;the youth leader said he was the model

1

Pseudonyms were used for all professional names
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child when he was in her care. That her home had a different atmosphere with him there. He was
the one to correct others if they were not doing what was right. The football coach and basketball
coach mentioned that they foster family like qualities in their teams. When it came to Dante,
there was no issue with him getting along with his team mates. His basketball coach commented
on his academics stating that he even maintained a three point zero gpa. If at any point he found
himself in academic trouble, his team would gather to study with him.
During his mother's testimony, Dante held his head down. The more she spoke about him
the more my anger towards him turned into empathy. How was he supposed to believe in himself
if not even his own mother really did? His entire demeanor changed when the next three
witnesses spoke. When he was under the care of people who incorporated self awareness, self
management, social awareness, relationship skills and positive decision making, he had no
behavioral problems, was scoring high in academics and was fostering positive relationships.
Given the right motivation, support and encouragement Dante was succeeding. Although we will
never be able to guarantee that if he would have stayed in this environment things would have
been different, I wonder what impact his life would have had if Social and Emotional Learning
was not only fostered at school but at home and entwined with the community he lived in.
Literature Synthesis and Integration
Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) skills have the butterfly effect to result in an
overall positive and more empathetic community. SEL is the development of: students' self
awareness, self management, social awareness, relationship skills and responsible decision
making (CASEL, 2022). The value of these critical five key concepts is that they help create a
positive atmosphere for the students to learn and thrive in as well as collaborate with one
another. Furthermore, this leads them to being not only academically successful but also socially
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and emotionally more adept (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 2017).
What is the problem?
There is a disconnect between the importance of SEL’s benefits and the implications that
education, guardians and the community are taking towards it. There is not sufficient awareness
and enough attention that is placed onto SEL and its benefits. SEL has the intention to foster an
empathic atmosphere for students to learn and succeed and to incorporate these skills into other
aspects of their lives to positively impact their overall quality of life and paths chosen. Although
throughout the day students may unknowingly incorporate SEL skills, they also exhibit the lack
of them without realizing it. It is difficult for them to be aware of SEL’s competencies when the
student is not adequately informed of them. The student turns into the community and potential
future educators, so introducing Social and Emotional Learning and beginning this change, starts
with the school and the education policies that allow teachers to be appropriately trained,
educated and reviewed to make sure proper developmentally appropriate benchmarks related to
SEL are being met by students.
In the grand community of California there is a public high school homepage that states,
“SEL was formed when scholars from multiple fields—such as emotional intelligence, child
development, prevention science, bullying prevention, and public health—came together in 1994
to identify key skills and competencies students need to successfully navigate school and life
(Sweetwater Union High School District,ND).” Merely three decades ago SEL was created, but
the spotlight is fairly recently being put on this term and its key concepts.
Within the United States, there are only 11 states that specifically set SEL goals and
developmental benchmarks (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 2017). For the remaining states,
the resource they are given is based on their county and school district. Deep in the central valley
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of California, the salad bowl of the United States, is Monterey county; a county that has over
twenty school districts within it (Monterey County Office of Education, 2014). Going through
the Monterey County of Education policies, there is one that is intertwined with SEL which is in
BP 5000. The focus of this policy is on the students' wellbeing and academics (Monterey County
Office of Education, 2014). Although throughout this documentation the specific word SEL was
not mentioned, it uses core concepts that are reflected all throughout the education and values of
SEL.
Why is it an issue?
With the lack of both attention and awareness of Social and Emotional Learning, there is
a non-beneficial butterfly effect in the classroom and community. When looking at the teacher as
the primary stakeholder, they are the ones who would be implementing the SEL skill sets into the
students daily curriculum. As of now, there are limited resources and training given and available
for teachers to feasibly access and become a primary resource for their students as a well
equipped and beneficial tool, not only for the student but for their caretakers as well. Parents and
or caregivers who are also stakeholders, impact the reinforcement of SEL as they help continue
the skills outside of the school setting. With little to no SEL knowledge or guidance ready at
hand, the students, a stakeholder, go on into their adulthood and end up becoming the citizens
within various communities, thus creating cycles.
When it comes to lesson planning in the United States, teachers are pressured to move
academically at the same pace; however, these standards that they must follow do not reflect
SEL curricula (Gomez, 2022). Teachers are not given the adequate resources and training that
they need to properly implement the SEL curriculum into their classroom (Bufford & Jones,
2012). SEL is not a one story fits all situation. It is situated around the students' environmental
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needs to be able to work through challenging events and emotions (Schonert-Reich,2017).
Whereas in Japan, they have taken the opportunity and continue to do so by incorporating Core
concepts of SEL and multicultural Western and Eastern education bases into their practice.
Throughout the Global International School of India (GIIS) we see a theme of creating the
student emotionally and socially. In their mission statement GIIS (2018) states “We strive to
embody our vision by holistically fostering our students in mind, body, and character; empower
them to confidently explore their interests and put their skills to meaningful use”.
As communities continue to emerge into multicultural societies, multicultural
perspectives are becoming diversified. A superintendent from the state of Idaho, commented on
the confusion as to why there was push back to SEL, for she saw the benefit behind SEL and
people who were and are going through trauma (Brad,2020;Anthony-Stevens,Mahfouz,2020).
There is a disconnect in the understanding that the resources utilized to implement SEL curricula
and skill sets into the classroom would not only benefit individuals, but the communities as a
whole. An example is that some districts either give minimal information on SEL or send the
viewer to Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL)(Salinas City
Elementary School District, N.D.; Alisal Union School District, N.D.). CASEL is the
organization that advocates the importance of SEL in the classroom and also provides various
information for teachers and caregivers (CASEL, 2022).
As communities continue to grow, the perspective of education must adapt and grow as
well. There are proven benefits of incorporating SEL into people’s lives. Other countries such as
Japan have adapted social and emotional learning concepts into their curriculum and see the
benefits in the students. Coming from the GIS “we strive to embody our vision by holistically
fostering our students in mind, body, and character; empower them to confidently explore their
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interests and put their skills to meaningful use.” They continuously show that their focus is on
the child themselves, not so hyper focused on academia. Although there are states that see SEL
as overbearing or as part of a political debate, the truth at hand is that SEL is designed to benefit
the student as a person which impacts more than just a political discourse. SEL is meant to
benefit the educators, students, families and overall communities
What should be done?
With the disconnect from Social and Emotional Learning, the lack of awareness and
resources of it, the benefits that can be drawn from SEL become lost for the teacher, student and
community. In order to help alleviate this issue, what can be done is that the core fundamentals
of SEL needs to be properly taught to educators while also giving them the appropriate tools and
resources to utilize so that they themselve can become a well informed resource. There is only
limited research on how to apply SEL (CASEL, 2020).With an efficient use of SEL there needs
to be more resources for teachers. Secondly, after the educators become properly educated on
SEL, they can better implement the five core concepts into their curricula and daily classroom
activities. This in turn makes the teachings of SEL more attainable to the students and their
parents and families who are also impacted. Once the parents become more confident in their
understanding of SEL, they can further help instill the core concepts of SEL into the family's
lifestyle and daily experiences. When all stakeholders have been taught and informed on how to
not only comprehend the fundamentals of SEL, but on how to put these teachings into their
everyday routines, then a safe environment that the students experience in the classroom can be
projected to the community.
As teachers are starting to learn about Social and Emotional learning, they may
not be aware of how well they are doing to implement these skill sets. There is a need for
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someone to coach them through the process. Currently in school there are coaches for teachers,
but there needs to be one who specializes in and is well informed on how to teach educators
about SEL and how to teach them curricula ideas so that they can better incorporate SEL skills.
“As a resource provider, the coach assists teachers with materials, tools, information, etc., to
support classroom instruction. The resources provided could be links from the Internet, materials
shared from other teachers, wonderful research/articles that are relevant to teacher practices or
ideas shared from other colleagues. Oftentimes, providing these resources help coaches cross the
“threshold” into classrooms (Killion, 2021).” Although this resource is not readily available, it
has the potential to be implemented and feasibly shared amongst the beneficiaries, in order to
make a feasible approach to the lack of awareness of Social and Emotional Learning and lack of
information known about it.
Another approach to alleviate this issue, is to have policies that revolve implementing
Social and Emotional Learning teaching into the classroom and school environment. Policies like
the Every Student Succeeds Act are pushing forward into looking at the parents and how to
incorporate them but do not mention the child's social and emotional learning. This policy
entails: “(a) ensures that each state has set high college and career standards, (b) enables states to
maintain accountability by directing resources towards schools that require improvement, (c)
empowers states and local education agencies to use appropriate, evidenced-based interventions
that foster school improvement, (d) encourages states to preserve annual assessments as an
informing mechanism that does not overshadow teaching and learning, (e) increases access to
quality preschool programs for more children, and (f) secures new resources to identify and
investigate promising educational practices and to replicate proven strategies that enhance
students’ educational outcomes (O’Brien and Sharp, 2016). Policies may have a connotation to
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rigidness or non-individualism, but thorough policies such as the Every Student Succeeds Act
has the potential to better help teachers who may have difficulties with incorporating SEL into
everyday questions, interactions and communication amongst students in and out of the
classroom environment.
If the teacher is properly trained and is able to engage the student in SEL fundamentals,
then it will be relayed into the student’s everyday lives thus also impacting the parents.
Additionally, when teachers become a well informed resource, they can be beneficial for parents
new to SEL fundamentals and those who may need refreshers. The ability to learn how to be
empathic and not only learn about it but be able to exhibit and act it out successfully toward
one’s feelings, can foster a closer connection between the parent and child. A form of educating
parents about core fundamentals of SEL would be explaining how empathy towards oneself and
others, can be beneficial for students' academic and personal lives. This type of awareness can be
spread through paper pamphlets that require parental reviewing and signatures. Starting the
conversation at home will bring awareness to the parents about the benefits of Social and
Emotional learning.
Conclusion
Without the proper training, education and reinforcement of SEL, the practices will
become ennificiant for the teacher, child, their families and overall community. Educators are the
beginning of where training and proper education of SEL needs to take place. Once the educator
can better incorporate SEL core concepts into their curricula, students' interactions and
interactions with their students' parents or guardians, will become more positively impacted
based on proven positive results of SEL teachings. Education policies and curriculum need to
reflect the desired result of wanting to help students succeed in their overall learning and quality
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of life in the classroom and outside of the classroom. The teachers are the ones who hold the
keys to SEL practicing; their attitudes towards it can either help foster SEL skills in students or
continue this current cycle of a lack of SEL. It can be difficult for educators to positively impact
their student lives outside of the classroom, but by helping educate their students' parents, they
are impacting life outside of the classroom. These students do not stay frozen in time, they age
and continue to experience life and as the years continue they potentially become parents and no
matter where they reside, they are impacting others, their loved ones and their communities. “It’s
never that our young people lack greatness- it's that society isn’t creating the conditions for all
youth to tap into their power (Sander, 2020). It can be a beautiful butterfly effect of creating a
healthy community for educators, students, their families and this can be passed on for
generations to come, it just takes making the connections.
Method2
This research project included multiple interviews that were conducted by the individual
researcher over a period of time. The investigation was intended to find where the disconnect
takes place between both, the beneficial impact of Social and Emotional Learning and the
implications outside of the classroom environment. Based on a thorough analysis of the data
retrieved and the relevant research literature found, the researcher utilized what was gathered and
found emerging themes that began to express methods on how to improve and bring awareness
to SEL. Additionally, what was found is the benefits of Social and Emotional learning for the
teacher, student and overall community.
Context

2

Pseudonyms have been used for the names of people, places, and organizations.
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The location of this research took place in East San Jose where over half of its population
is Latino. It is nationally known for producing rich and thriving agriculture and experiences of
high crime rates. When looking at the youth population, eighty nine percent of the population's
students have a latino background. A majority of the population of East San Jose is composed of
residents who were born in East San Jose and rarely move out of or away from East San Jose. .
Within East San Jose, there are twenty four school districts that must educate approximately
78,000 students. The school in focus for this research project is Full Circle Elementary,which is
located on the innermost side of East San Jose.
Participants
The stakeholders who participated in this study included a teacher, two parents and a
social worker. This specific group of stakeholders was chosen specifically due to their relevance
to the classroom, education and community environments and additional participants. The
teacher is not only the educator of the classroom but also one who is impacted by the teachings
of SEL too, they are the key resource for themselves, their students and the families they serve in
the community. Parents of the students are not only a pillar in communities but also control the
environment of the student outside of the classroom and inside of the home as well as how the
student interacts with the outside world. The students learn SEL from their educators in the
classroom and are in charge of implementing what they learn into their daily lives, as they age
and grow they become the adults in their community and some choose to have families of their
own thus creating more future educators, students and community members. The priority and
focus of this paper is to find out how to improve SEL teaching and understanding in the
classroom which has the potential to relay into the community.
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Marisol Aceves. Marisol goes by Ms. M in her classroom. She is a latina female who
has been pursuing her passion for teaching for over eight years. She has been working in East
San Jose at La toya elementary school as a fourth grade teacher. Ms. M was asked to join as she
was aware of the issue at hand and wanted to be the change in her students' life.
Lina Munez. Lina has been a social worker for roughly four years. Her focus is on
intervention programs that help students both emotionally and socially. She cares deeply for
people at risk,wanting to give them the resources and tools that they can be missing. She was
picked for her focus in behavior issues and her involvement in
Erica Willis. Erica is a mother of three boys growing up in East San Jose. She works for
the school districts as an assistant to the special education department. As a mother of three boys
it is important to know just what parents are aware of when it comes to Social and Emotional
Learning.
Kenny Palmer. Kenny is a full time father and electrician. He spends his free time on his
children trying to impact differently than his father who was less emotional with him. He was
brought into this research because of his opposing views of teachers teaching feelings in class.
Researcher
As a researcher I have a special connection to both the subject at hand and the community
of East San Jose. This community’s high crime rate has been something not only I experienced
growing up but my parents, my immediate family, my extended family and my friends . It has
been disheartening to see as some of my close classmates and relatives went down the negative
and damaging path of gang violence. For myself, I could not understand what was missing from
their lives that could have had a beneficial impact on them and their daily choices. I am
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connected to Social and Emotional Learning because I am an aspiring educator and strive to find
answers to alway better help not only my community but all communities because SEL concepts
that should be and can be fostered at any age, but most of all during a person’s youth.
Interview Questions/Survey/or other data collection tools.
Semi-Structured Interview
Teacher’s Interview Questions
1. What do you know about Social emotional learning? What do you see as the challenges
with it or what are you most concerned about when it comes to SEL?
2. What is currently being done to teach the SEL - by whom - and what are the strengths
and weaknesses of these efforts?
3. What do you think should be done about SEL?
4. What are the challenges to doing something that connects to SEL?
5. Is there anything else that you would like to say about SEL and/or the improvement of
SEL?
6. Do you think your students have proper social and emotional skills? Are there some
students who are falling behind in it? Are they able to talk about their emotions, focus in
class and work well with others?
7. How do your students do with their time management?
8. How do you incorporate SEL into your classroom?
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9. As a child were any of these practices being done in your classroom? If so, what were
they?
10. How do students respond to SEL practices?
11. Do they show any preference in the practices?
12. What are your thoughts on state testing for SEL? Would it be effective in bringing
awareness of the subject?
13. Has your class been affected with the violence that occurs in East San Jose either directly
or
indirectly? If yes, why was it a problem?
14. Have you had any worry about your students going down the wrong path?
15. What type of relationship do you see between your students and parents? Does it vary?
16. Do you believe parents know the importance of SEL to their life or their child?
17. Should there be more awareness of the importance of SEL?
Social Worker Interview Questions
1. What type of student do you reach out to?
2.

What do you know about Social emotional learning (SEL)?

3. What do you see as the challenges with SEL?
4. Are there any push back to SEL (funding events, programs, reaching out to parents)?
5.

What is your current knowledge of SEL practices? What are the strengths and
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weaknesses of these practices if any?
6.

What addition do you think can be made in order to make SEL practices more
impactful?

7.

What do you think are the challenges to changing the learning outcome of SEL?

8. Is there anything else that you would like to say about SEL and/or the improvement of
SEL?
9.

What are your thoughts on SEL practices where the majority of students live in poverty
and around violence ?

10. Are there some students who are falling behind in it? Are they able to talk about their
emotions, focus in class and work well with others?
11. How do you incorporate social emotional learning (SEL) into students' lives?
12. As a child were any of these practices being done in your classroom? If so, what were
they and how did you feel about them at the time?
13. What type of afterschool activities can promote students SEL?
14. What types of disconnections do you see between the teaching of SEL and students
implementing it into their own life?
Parents Interview Questions
1. What do you know about Social emotional learning?
2. Do you know if your children are receiving SEL in their classroom?
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3.

How do your children do with their time management?

4.

As a child were any of these practices being done in your classroom? If so, what were
they and how did you feel about them at the time?

5. Do you find it hard to implement practices that are beneficial to your children's self
worth?
6. Do gangs in east East San Jose worry you?
7. Have you been or know someone close to you who has been a victim of violence?
8. Would you say that your children are able to express themselves?
9. What are your worries about your child making friends?
10. Learning about SEL can help benefit your child socially and emotionally but also
physically? What is your awareness of SEL to your child's health?
11. How can we make SEL more available to children?
12. Does living in East San Jose scare you
13. For your children to grow up in East San Jose?
14. Do you feel like you have enough awareness of SEL?

Procedure
Due to the nature of current pandemic conditions and schedule availability I had my
interviews in three different ways. This was conducted by communicating with the teacher about
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her time we moved forward with an email interview. When it came to the parents it was easier
for them to do it together. I recorded with permission our interview as we sat around their dinner
table. Taking notes on important parts or follow up questions. Lastly, the social worker I asked
for permission prior to recording our interview.
Data Analysis
All data was transcribed and analyzed to discover emerging themes.
Results
For this Capstone Project teachers, two parents and a social worker were interviewed to
see what they think could be done to improve Social and Emotional Learning. This has a positive
impact because there are many benefits to teaching SEL in the classroom (Vega, 2012). The
benefits include academic improvement, lowered behavioral issues and fostering a better
understanding of oneself. Based on an analysis of the data and the relevant research literature
three themes emerged (see Table 1). Evidence-based decision making required evaluating each
potential Action Option by the following criteria: cost; effectiveness; and time. Cost was one of
three evaluation criteria chosen because some states have funding for educational resources that
help allow for new programs and purchasing of needed resources. Effectiveness was a second
chosen measure due to the issue at hand; the there is a disconnect between the current teachings
or lack thereof, importance of SEL’s benefits and the implications that educators, guardians and
the community are taking towards it. Time is the third and final chosen evaluation criteria
because teachers have limited time with the students in a school day and per week; parents have
limited time with their children due to work and other life obligations;students are students for
only a period of time before becoming adults in a community and potentially starting their own
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families thus creating communities and potential future educators.
Table 1
Evaluation of Action Options

Providing resources

Cost

Effectiveness

Time

High

High

High

Low

High

High

Medium-High

High

Low

to teachers
Bringing awareness
to parents
Connect the students
to the community
Providing Resources to Teachers
Through the numerous research and interviews, the first theme that stood out was the
need for an updated change in the classroom environment. The classroom environment is key
here because the teachers need to be appropriately educated themselves in order to be an
appropriate resource for their students and their student’s families (Schonert-Reich, n.d.). To help
the teacher become more adept to Social and Emotional Learning, what should be started first is
providing teachers with more thorough and developmentally age appropriate examples on how to
incorporate SEL into their curricula and everyday classroom interactions, parent communications
and all interactions wherever possible. Second would be giving the teachers the adequate
resources that they need to become educated in SEL, for themselves, their students and their
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families (Gurke and Yoder, 2017). After becoming educated and emerging SEL with educators,
the teacher can then help students learn and successfully engage in SEL fundamentally based
interactions. Another great resource for the teacher would be providing an SEL coach that can
help support the teacher in the classroom. These coaches can be the resource that help the teacher
to connect academic to the stu
Bringing Awareness to Parents
Although social and emotional learning has been a topic since the 1960s, it has only
recently been given the attention it needs. Parents like the two that I interviewed had no prior
knowledge of Social and Emotional Learning as a content or the main five concepts under it;
once the concepts were broken down and more thoroughly explained with given conversation
starter examples, they realized the benefits their children could have with the implication of SEL
into the classroom (Perez, 2022). On top of this being said there was little to no informative
pamphlets available for parents to review to familiarize them with Social and Emotional
Learning. If more parents become aware of the benefits to Social and Emotional Learning then
the resistance for it can alter to trying to find ways to implement it (Prothero,2021).
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Connect the Students to Community
The teacher being the key resource for students in the classroom, has the potential to also
help facilitate other after school programs that the students can participate in outside of the
classroom (Schonert-Reich, N.D.). After school programs are an example that impact the
community, because it continues on the conversation and reinforcement of SEL. Team sports and
tournaments are a perfect example of how to provide an after school and outside source of
incorporating SEL fundamentals such as forming positive relations with their peers, individually
and cohesively critically thinking, problem solving, self regulating one’s emotions while
realizing how they impact oneself and others, as well as goal achieving. These are merely a small
example of SEL fundamentals that can easily and consistently be incorporated in an after school,
community building activity.

Conclusion
Recommendation.
For my recommendation I have created a pamphlet for teachers, students and parents to
benefit from. This pamphlet will begin with the teacher using their knowledge about Social and
Emotional Learning and initiating the conversation in the classroom by informing their student
on SEL benefits. They will be able to ask questions, comment on what entails in SEL and be
given examples of what SEL entails in order for them to more easily see the connections of SEL
in their everyday lives. Then they too can educate their parents and families and beneficially
impact their communities. The student will now become the facilitator and educator, and then
they will initiate the conversation at home by reviewing the pamphlet with their parents and
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families and getting a required signature by them to show proof of a review. On the pamphlet
will be a simplified definition of what SEL is, the fundamentals that fall under the five main
concepts within SEL, and examples on how to start SEL based conversations and interactions at
home with their child.
Concessions.
Although I did choose the action option that focused on bringing awareness to parents,
the other two action options would show a significant impact to the learning implication of SEL.
The action option that is very important is giving the teacher the adequate resources and tools
they need to be able to facilitate a well intertwined curriculum of both academics and SEL. One
option is giving the teacher a coach to assist in emerging SEL into the class and into the class
content of what is being taught. All of this is needed, in order to have someone who is well
versed in SEL. The teacher can also be given training on how to implement the SEL skill sets
into their classroom and around campus. SEL skills go unrecognized and teachers are not aware
of how this can impact and not impact the students. Teachers have the potential to give the
students additional, outside of school resources. Within the spectrum of teachers being informed,
programs that promote SEL outside of the classroom are important for students and parents.
These
Limitations.
The limitation of my chosen action option is that we are entrusting that the student is
correctly going to go home and accurately inform their parents about the SEL pamphlet. In other
words, they take the pamphlet home and have a productive conversation with their parents or
guardians about what Social and Emotional Learning is and why it is important. There is also no
way to know if the parent just signed the paper without a conversation having taken place and
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not a one worded, or close ended conversation occurred. There is also the issue that the student
may forge their parents or guardians signature thus no conversation or even mention of SEL
would have happened in this case. That is why this would not be a one size fits all solution, but
the start of a grander topic. The conversation and knowledge need to be continued at parent back
to school nights, parent-teacher conferences and after school programs.
Potential negative outcomes.
The potential negative outcome to the chosen action option is that the parents become
reluctant to the teaching style of SEL. There are groups of parents and individuals who might
feel like SEL does not belong in the classroom (Blad, 2020). Arianna Prothero looked into why
there is a disconnect between the teaching of SEL when it addresses many of the concerns and
desires most parents have for their children. Prothero’s findings were that, “ while the idea of
social-emotional learning is popular with parents, the name isn’t, according to a nationally
representative survey of parents” (Prothero, 2021). Parents that were a part of this recent poll,
showed that they have negative connotations towards the words ‘social’ and ‘emotional’. This
requires a deeper understanding of the diverse families that reside in the U.S., but also a more
clearer and simplistic explanation of what SEL exactly is and what it encompasses; this all needs
to be made known to parents and communities across the U.S..
Although over three fourths of the republicans agree with SEL skills, an argument that
arises is that parents are split by political agendas. Parents who are a part of political parties and
not a part of them, need to see that at the heart of this issue is the missing benefits of SEL, and
how this missing piece can impact their children and communities. SEL does not merely reach
one race, one group or one culture, but all of humanity. Any human can benefit from SEL and
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the proven results of its teachings can benefit all living beings that reside within the grand
community of mother Earth.
Conclusion.
Brian Sanders (2020) said it best in his article, “I truly believe that SEL can equip young
learners with the tools they need to better understand themselves, their feelings and their infinite
value. Teachers and educators can’t change the circumstances that youth face outside of their
classrooms and schools, but by embracing SEL, we can help youth discover new beliefs about
who they are and the greatness of which they’re capable.” We can begin to shift the education
system to reflect the needs of our communities because we are pieces within the community and
we can not continue to stand by and neglect to foster the importance of deeply understanding
one's feelings, managing those feelings, learning how to respect others and productively work
together as strong and empowered individuals and communities.

Action Documentation and Critical Reflection
The problem that was focussed on is to understand the educational disconnect between
the benefits of Social and Emotional Learning and the implications that students, their guardians
and the community overall are taking towards it. Since the focus is based on the educational
disconnect between the benefits of SEL, I chose to interview people who are impacted and or,
are the source of the impacts within the realm of education and students. I interviewed one
teacher who resides within the community she teaches in and has children who attend the schools
within the same community. I also interviewed a couple who are parents of children who not
only reside in East San Jose, but work and have three boys who attend school there. These
parents also have lived in this community for almost their entire lives and have been raising their
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children in the same home for many years. Lastly, I interviewed a social worker who was raised
in a community like East San Jose and helps students who are impacted by traumas that SEL
fundamentals can address and be utilized for.
Through my research and interviews conducted, the three action options that emerged
were as follows: giving the key holder, the teacher, the resources needed to properly open the
right door for students, properly inform parents and make them aware of the benefits of SEL on
not only their child’s academic success but also their overall quality of life, and lastly better
connecting the students and their families to the community.The one action option that I chose to
focus on was bringing awareness to parents. The student’s parents and guardians are one of the
biggest influencers on their child's life; parents should not be reluctant to have deep
conversations with their children to incorporate SEL key fundamentals, because these types of
interactions can benefit their relationship with one another and overall quality of life together.
Since the interactions with the parents and their children, the students, is very crucial to how the
student starts and ends their day, I felt it important to address this action and think deeper on
creating a concrete example of a potential beneficial resource and tool for parents and students.

Action Research Project Documentation and Reflection
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For my action documentation I created a pamphlet that would reinforce what SEL is in
the class and then the pamphlet will help students bring awareness to the parents and to start the
conversation between the teacher, child and parent. This pamphlet will begin with a lesson that
the teacher will facilitate in the classroom. They will go over the SEL curriculum and learn about
the benefits of SEL. Being able to have a conversation with someone who is educated on SEL
skills helps give students the accurate information that they need to be able to apply SEL into
their everyday life. The student will then become the facilitator and educate their parents when
they get home. They will introduce the subject and go over the pamphlet with their parents. After
the interaction focuses on SEL and its concepts, the parent will sign it so it can get checked by
the teacher to verify that there was any acknowledgement of the pamphlet.
When it came to creating the pamphlet, I put myself in the reader’s shoes. I wanted to
make sure that the reader would not feel bombarded with a lot of information as well as heavy
terms that non-educators may have not been introduced to. Instead, I kept the information at a
minimum to just get the conversation started with the key points in mind. Through my
interviews I was most impacted or surprised by the father changing his view on SEL with just a
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ten minute back and forth conversation. Like many others, at first he did not feel like it was the
school’s job to teach skills that refer to one's social skills and specifically emotional control and
understanding. After reading the pamphlet and some discussion, he was moved by what SEL is
trying to implement into their children and wanted more information on how this can be best
utilized at home and in everyday actions and choices.
My biggest issue with this research project was accommodating my interviewees
availability due to the busy schedules, ongoing covid circumstances and contracting covid
myself. At first, I had no one in mind to be my community partner so I attempted to email
different teachers that I found through looking at schools web pages. After not getting any
responses I reached out to the teacher I did my service learning with. She was more than thankful
to participate. The teacher introduced me to a couple that was open to the interview. The social
media caught my attention on social media as I saw her putting together a mindfulness event for
people who have experienced trauma.
Something that I could have benefited from since the beginning was asking for help. As
simple as it sounds, being the eldest and only daughter in an immigrant, minority family, there is
something looked down upon about asking for help. Alongside other emotional traumas, I have a
hard time accepting help when it is available or right in front of me, out of fear of seeming weak
or not learning the lesson of the issue on my own. However, once I got the help needed, the balls
started rolling.
Going through this project what I noticed was my growth academically, socially and
emotionally. I have never been one who enjoyed writing or understood academic concepts as
quickly and easily as my peers, but here I am at the end of my research project completing my
last semester at CSUMB, regardless of all the odds that the universe stacked against me.
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Emotionally I have taken the adequate time to understand my own individual feelings and how I
can better ask for and accept help from others.. Socially I have learned that communication
cannot be the same across the board in order to get key fundamentals brought to parents at home
and within a learning environment.
Critical Reflection
Through this project I got to take a step back and see how beneficial Social and
Emotional Learning is not only for the benefit of the teachers, students and parents but also for
myself. My experience through education has not been easy. From the beginning till the very end
I was faced with numerous obstacles that should have caused me to give up and fail. However,
since I have fully emerged into this research I am now aware of SEL skills that I can incorporate
in my everyday life. As a future educator I will take all that I learned about Social and Emotional
Learning and apply these skills into my future classroom.
I also realized what part of the realm of SEL I am needing to better reinforce. That being
said, time management will be one of the first lessons that I incorporate into my lesson plans.
This teaching is a skill that falls under one of the five core concepts of SEL. Time management is
a part of the self-management concept of SEL and because this is a skill that I have come to
realize I need to improve, I want to help future students with the same issue and more. I strive to
work towards making this beneficial impact and healthy change by becoming a well informed
and helpful resource for my future students, their families and all the communities I can reach.

Synthesis and Integration
Through my major in Liberal Studies and my minor in Human Development, I can
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confidently and wholeheartedly feel and say that liberal studies coursework I have completed
and obtained through these years will forever benefit me and my future students. As a developing
educator I used the content that I learned through my research and applied it to my everyday life
outside of school work. I have gained in my tool box the diversity and multicultural tool to be
able to understand and adapt to other people's views. Through these past pandemic years I have
also learned how to better navigate technology and utilize the different resources available. The
root of me choosing SEL is the injustice of the traumatic murder in my family. The court
proceedings made me realize some problems are not linear but rather complex. Instead of just
blaming Dante for the murder and holding in a festering and lingering anger and hate towards
him, I have been able to take a step back and understand the circumstance he faced and how they
kept him on this hateful path. I want to help students like Dante who would highly benefit from
SEL and this would not only help students like him, but all those around them in their
communities.
The next big step for me to take toward my route in education is to apply all the
knowledge I have obtained at California State University Monterey Bay and prior education, into
my everyday life, future career endeavors and lifelong goals. I will continue to be open minded
as a lifelong learner. I will foster my future classroom to be a safe environment that engages my
students. I will teach them lessons on how to understand their feelings and those around them.
Lastly, I will help them understand the impact of the choices that they have the power and
control to not only make, but change; each day is full of hundreds of choices from the simplest to
the most difficult, but given the proper tools, one can overcome and address all of them healthily,
and wholeheartedly.
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